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What is a koala population ‘hub’?

• Small localised populations

• The ‘engine-rooms’ that enable larger, regional koala 
populations to persist over time. 

Example: Areas of Regional Koala Significance - ARKS 
(Rennison & Fisher 2017)

• Finding source populations is critical for effective 
landscape-scale koala conservation 

HOWEVER 

before a hub’s location and status can be confirmed, we 
need to have some idea about:

(a) what to look for, 

and 

(b) where to look for them!  
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= >50 individuals
“Presence of an interconnected area of high-quality Preferred 
Koala Habitat sufficiently large in size so as to be capable of 

independently sustaining one or more breeding aggregations / 
resident populations, the minimum size of which is that 

necessary to produce 5 female koalas annum -1.”

The ‘Koala Hub’ by definition

• Gender at birth is parity 
• 10 joeys must be produced each year

• At demographic equilibrium: Number of females 
reproducing annually is ~ 57.25% ± 18.93%

Using conservative lower bounds of 38%

• 26 adult females to produce 10 joeys (5 females)
• Sex ratios in free-ranging koalas approximates parity

The ‘Koala Hub’ rationale
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The ‘Koala Hub’ by habitat

Minimum habitat size required to support 50+ koalas

Calculated based on estimates of known density in low and high 
carrying capacity landscapes
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The ‘Koala Hub’ by habitat

High carrying capacity landscapes

• Capable of supporting approx. >0.25 koalas/ha-1

• Medium - high nutrient soils 
sandy / riparian / alluvial 
e.g. swamp mahogany forests

• Preferred Food Trees (examples): 
swamp mahogany 

 tallowwood 

 forest red gum 

Parramatta red gum

>200 ha interconnected koala habitat
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The ‘Koala Hub’ by habitat

>900 ha interconnected koala habitat

Low carrying capacity landscapes

• Typically restricted to approx. >0.05 and <0.25 koalas/ha-1

• Low - medium nutrient soils 
e.g. rocky / sandstone / uplifted meta-sediments

• Preferred Food Trees (examples):

grey gums 

grey box 

 tallowwood
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Now we know what they are, but how do we find them?



Vehicle-strike

Dog attack

Misadventure / Disease
Sightings 

Historical records

Collected by numerous sources:

• Carers, Council, Hospital, 
Community, Research…..

For numerous reasons:

• Vehicle-strike, dog attack, sightings, 
misadventure, disease……

But CAUTION is advised

• Records are obviously more frequent 
where observer density or threats are high

• May not necessarily be where the most 
important areas are for koalas
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What can historical records show us?
Generational Persistence

• Last 3 generations (18 yrs.)

• Long-term occupancy that extends 

beyond the life span of individual 

koalas
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Koala records by generation
2012-2017
2006-2011      
2000-2005 

Generational persistence

State forest

NPWS Estate



What can historical records show us?
Generational Persistence

• Last 3 generations (18 yrs.)

• Long-term occupancy that extends 

beyond the life span of individual 

koalas

Threatening processes

• Vehicle-strike black spots            

(Kirsty Wallis – next session)

• Domestic dog attacks

So, how can records locate 
koala hubs?
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Legend

Vehicle-strike

‘other’ records     

• 9249 records across the LGA (since 1920)
• 6832 records east of the Pacific Highway

Anna Bay - Soldiers Point

• Vehicle-strikes (red) 

• Other records (green) 

 dogs, disease, misadventure, relocation

• Generational persistence 

 long-standing occupancy

Where are they coming from?
Where is the hub?

Case Study 1: Port Stephens (Anna Bay – Soldiers Point Hub)
“The hole in the donut”
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Field survey (RG-bSAT at 500 m)

• >90% occupancy of field sites

• Mean activity level of 35% 

• >60% sites med-high use = resident koalas

• Density estimate of 0.32 koalas ha-1

• Conservative population estimate of 130 koalas

Case Study 1: Port Stephens (Anna Bay – Soldiers Point Hub)



Koala hub

Generational persistence  

Koala hub

Vehicle-strike

‘other’ records   

Records are a product of threats 
surrounding the centre of a localised Hub 

Satisfies the criteria of an ACTIVE Hub

• Habitat amount (>400 ha)
• Swamp mahogany forest (no records)
• High carrying capacity
• High density
• Population ~130 individuals

Long-term protection will require 
management outside of the central Hub 

area. 

Case Study 1: Port Stephens (Anna Bay – Soldiers Point Hub)
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How do you deal with the gaps?

Questions / limitations raised in the 90s

Lunney et al. (1998)

Koala habitat & community survey

Known koala habitat but no records



Case Study 2: Kiwarrak ARKS (Bootawa Hub)
“Against the paradigm”

• MidCoast NSW (Taree)

• 271 records

• Majority located in highly fragmented 
landscape 

 Bootawa, Tinonee, Burrell Creek, The 
Bight

• Generational persistence = long-standing 
occupancy
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Koala records

Generational persistence  



Koala records

State forest

NPWA Estate

Case Study 2: Kiwarrak ARKS (Bootawa Hub)

• Very few records in State forest and 
National Park (= low observer density) 

• Almost all mapped koala habitat

Based on what we think we know about 
koalas:

• Habitat preferences 

• Patch size 

• Threatening processes 

• Observer density (Anna Bay) 
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The hub appears to be widespread 
across the fragmented landscape

Field survey

Oh boy, we were wrong!

• 95% occupancy of field sites across the 
fragmented landscape (private / road 
reserves)

• 15 koalas observed over 1.5 days

• High conservative density estimate of 
0.78 koalas ha-1

• Contrast to 35% occupancy in crown-
owned land (many on periphery)

Case Study 2: Kiwarrak ARKS (Bootawa Hub)
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Legend

Positive

Negative



Bootawa Hub (Kiwarrak ARKS)

Records identify the true location of the hub

Satisfies the criteria of an ACTIVE Hub

• Habitat availability (although fragmented)

 widespread

 est. 6,510 ha interconnected habitat

• High occupancy rate and density

Case Study 2: Kiwarrak ARKS (Bootawa Hub)
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Case Study 2: Kiwarrak ARKS (Bootawa Hub)

Long-term protection of this hub:

• Management of threats within 
(although appears currently 
sustainable)

• Emphasis on habitat / linkage 
protection and enhancement       
(Next Session – Amanda Lane)
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Why not on crown-owned land?

• Minimal impact of fire (past 20 yrs)

Case Study 2: Kiwarrak ARKS (Bootawa Hub)
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Why not on crown-owned land?

• Minimal impact of fire (past 20 yrs)

• almost all koala habitat

The only explanation we can come up with is 
Historical logging

• National Park transition in past 20 years

• Has reduced density & size of PKFTs
 tallowwood / grey gum

So it has the potential to facilitate hub 
expansion, but clearly requires 

time and management.

Case Study 2: Kiwarrak ARKS (Bootawa Hub)
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What does this mean for koalas?

Historical records are important tools for identifying potential 
hub locations. However;

• They need field confirmation

• May not be immediately apparent or where we expect them 

• This will change required management approaches

 e.g. peripheral or within the Hub

 Widespread or concentrated

Confirming hub location and status allows accurate and targeted
management of the most important areas

Afterall, money doesn’t grow on trees! 
So we need to be smart and sure about what we do
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Something to Ponder

In the wake of threats such as: 

• climate change 
• wildfire
• logging 

Could the future for koala conservation be best accommodated on 
private land and/or fragmented landscapes (e.g. Kiwarrak, Lismore, 
Gunnedah)?

This goes against current paradigms of habitat preference and patch 
size, but don’t shoot the messenger……

Evidence is mounting that suggests these paradigms simply don’t and 
probably can’t apply in some places given the scale of threats: 



If we don’t, 

then here is a sobering story of what 
can happen!

In such uncertain times with climate change, fire and the 
like…

It is now paramount that we find these hubs and identify 
the specific management that is required to make them 

sustainable into the future….
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